Awesome LEGO Creations with Bricks You Already Have

The patients at Beechway High Secure Unit are terrified. Unexplained power cuts have lead to a series of horrifying incidents. And now fear has spread from the inmates to the staff. DI Jack Caffery is called to investigate, whilst working the most impossible case of his life. Will he be able to stare pure evil in the eye, and survive?

Playful Learning Lab for Kids is a hands-on activity book that offers games and activities that revolve around the senses and concepts in reading, math, art, and science. Recent research has shown that children learn and develop new skills more quickly when they engage in playful, whole body activities. Movement allows them to refocus their attention, improves brain function, reduces stress, and improves circulation. Not only that, but the more senses that are used for learning, the more likely information is to be stored and retrieved. The activities in Playful Learning Lab for Kids explore concepts in reading, language, math, art, music, science, geography, and social studies, all while engaging children with movements, touch, sound, and sight. Most distinguishing of all, the activities and lessons here include suggestions for tailoring the experience to different levels, making it a book children can grow with. The skills range from visual perceptual skills and spatial awareness, to early geometry concepts, visual motor integration, and fine motor skills. Authors Claire Heffron and Lauren Drobnjak, pediatric occupational and physical therapists with years of experience in clinical and school-based settings, share their best tips and strategies for helping little learners reach their fullest potential through these engaging and fun activities. The popular Lab for Kids series features a growing list of books that share hands-on activities and projects on a wide host of topics, including art, astronomy, clay, geology, math, and even how to create your own circus—all authored by established experts in their fields. Each lab contains a complete materials list, clear step-by-step photographs of the process, as well as finished samples. The labs can be used as singular projects or as part of a yearlong curriculum of experiential learning. The activities are open-ended, designed
to be explored over and over, often with different results. Geared toward being taught or guided by adults, they are enriching for a range of ages and skill levels. Gain firsthand knowledge on your favorite topic with Lab for Kids.

Fidget Spinner "Just the right level for beginning readers"--Container.

Fantastic Fidget Spinners Damian Brown spends much of his artistic time creating mandalas and understands the feeling of relaxation they give. He also understands the relaxation that can be gotten from fidget spinners!! That why he decided to combine the two to make the ultimate relaxation experience! This fidget spinner coloring book for adults and children alike was made by a fan of all things coloring and hand spinners for the ultimate stress relief and relaxation. Coloring books and fidget spinners are the perfect form of meditation. This coloring book has 25 fidget spinner designs for pure coloring creativity. Enjoy your time bringing these pages to life with color! * There are two sets of each image to allow for mishaps or experimenting with color schemes for a total of 50 pages to color. * This fidget spinner coloring book was designed for beginners and more experienced coloring book enthusiasts alike. * All images are printed on one side of the paper only for easy removal for hanging and framing.* Coloring is best done with pencils, gel pens and markers (with a piece of card stock or a few pieces of paper underneath to prevent bleed-through). Even though this fidget spinner coloring book was designed for stress relief for adults, kids will enjoy it too!

Fidget Spinner Tricks From which country can you see the Northern Lights? Where is the world's highest mountain situated? Which reef is home to 1,500 kinds of fish? Inside this book, find out about the countries, continent rivers, seas, and mountain ranges of the world. Discover hundreds of fascinating details about their landscapes, climates, and more with 100 super stickers and over 30 pages packed with amazing atlas facts.

Sketching Stuff Note: This is a TWO BOOK BUNDLE composition for your kid to experience Fortnite in the most fun way possible! The Best Fortnite Guide For K ids! Maximize your child's fun with this age appropriate guide! Fortnite: Battle Royale is the most popular video game in the world hands down which means the odds are high that you and your child are already familiar with the basics. Y ou and 99 other players are dropped onto a map to out-build and out-shoot one another until only 1 person is left. If your child has started playing Fortnite and is frustrated by their current skill level, then Fortnite Battle Royale Game Guide for K ids: A Guide to Have Y our Child Have the Most Fun with Fortnite is the book they have been waiting for. Inside they will find everything they need to go from noob to expert, regardless of their current skill level. Inside they will find tips for getting started with the game, lasting through the early game, getting kills, making it to the final circle and more. Y our child will also learn the building tips that the pros use to never stop moving while building as well as a strategy for taking home a solo win that is virtually fool-proof. So, what are you waiting for? Give you child a leg up when it comes to the thing that will currently make them popular!

A Very Improbable Story Are you ready to make the most awesome, fun bracelets EVER? Then jump into Totally Awesome Rubber B and J evelry! With this new book and your Rainbow Loom®, Cra-Z-LoomTM, or FunLoomTM, you can make all of the cool rubber band accessories that are driving the hottest crafting craze in years. Enjoy hours of creative fun with this ultimate guide to stretch band looms. Totally Awesome Rubber Band Jewelry is packed with 12 original projects, more than 200 full-color photos, and dozens of clear, easy-to-follow loom diagrams. Totally Awesome Rubber Band Jewelry shows you everything you need to get the most out of your loom. Y ou’ll learn to create completely colorful and super stylish bracelets, earrings, belts, and more in just minutes. Step out in style with the Hippie Belt, show off your skills with the Zipper Bracelet, and embellish your journals, bags, and barrettes with Flower Charms. The possibilities are endless!
Fidget Spinner Book: 50 Awesome Tricks Packed with simple ideas to regulate the emotions and senses, this book will help children tackle difficult feelings head-on and feel awesome and in control! From breathing exercises, pressure holds and finger pulls, to fidgets, noise-reducing headphones and gum, the book is brimming with fun stuff to help kids feel cool, calm and collected. They will learn how to label difficult feelings, choose the perfect strategies and tools to tackle them, and use these correctly whether at home or at school. The strategies and tools are accompanied by cartoon-style illustrations, and the author includes useful tips for parents and teachers as well as handy visual charts and checklists to track learning and progress. A read with this book, kids will be well on their way to managing difficult emotions and feeling just right in whatever situation life throws at them! Suitable for children with emotional and sensory processing difficulties aged approximately 7 to 14 years.

Totally Awesome Rubber Band Jewelry Fidget Spinners have taken the world by storm! This brilliant book is packed with the very best tricks, tips and hacks to make you a Fidget Spinner master! Includes everything you could ever want to know about Fidget Spinners: the top 10 Spinners, clever hacks to customize your spinner to make it look cooler and spin faster, and step-by-step instructions for 30 tricks. Master the basics, from the Finger Spin to the Hand Dryer, before learning some epic moves, from the Stack Attack to the Reverse Flip, and attempting the ultimate spins, from Around the Back to the Knuckle Down, to wow your friends and family.

Finger Spinner Tricks Fifty popular Yo-Yo tricks along with an illustrated history of the toy and its variations plus tips for keeping your Yo-Yo in top condition. Helpful diagrams accompany the easy instructions.

The Wizard of Oz: Interactive Storytime Everyone loves Fidget Spinners because there are so many great tricks you can do with them! This book contains 50 tricks and other fun ideas which will test your fidget spinning skills to the extreme. This book includes easy-to-follow instructions; tricks are rated by difficulty, and there is space for the reader to invent 4 tricks of their own.

The Fidget Spinner Coloring Book Occupy and focus fidgety hands with easy DIY sensory play Fidget spinners, slime, and other sensory toys have spiked in popularity for their ability to calm anxieties and improve concentration. In an age where children have ample amounts of screen time, gooey, stretchy, and bumpy projects are a fun, educational way to engage their senses. From fake snow and edible finger paint, to sensory balloons and rainbow foam, these anti-fidget DIYs will keep kids entertained and learning by working with their hands. Parenting expert Donna Bozzo also includes suggestions for buying and using ready-made fidget busters and toys. Keep kids busy with: Unicorn Kinetic Sand Crunchy Slime Lava Lamps Stress balls and more!

Fortnite Battle Royale for Kids Become a spinner winner with this awesome book packed with 50 cool tricks and tons of top tips. From an Air Jump to a Knee Bounce and more, you'll be amazing your friends in no time.

Fidget Spinners Tricks, Hacks and Mods Crafting has never been more popular and Maggie Woodley, the creative force behind Red Ted, is passionate about making things with her children, Max, four, and Pippa, two. Using recycled materials and bits and bobs collected when out and about, here are over 60 utterly irresistible things to make with your kids. From adorable peanut shell finger puppets to walnut babies, loo roll marionettes and egg carton fairy lights, fabric mache bowls, stick men and shell crabs, stone people, and many more, these are projects for all the family to have fun with. And what's more, the end results are so cute and desirable that they look great around the home, or make wonderfully unique and personal gifts. With a funky, modern design and vibrant full colour photography throughout, this is a must-have addition to every young family's bookshelf.
Fidget Fidget Spinning mania has swept the nation! Fidget spinners claim to help people who have trouble focusing by acting as a release mechanism for nervous energy or stress, just like coloring! This unique coloring book contains: 33 Fidget Spinner Designs PLUS 7 Fidget spinner challenges 8 video links, 7 design your own Fidget spinner pages 6 Bonus Coloring Pages, Fidget spinner TRIVIA and more! Single sided print. Blotter page recommended if using magic markers. (c) Bruce Herwig. All Rights Reserved.

Fidget Spinner Coloring Book Fidget spinners are the latest craze, but did you know you can perform cool tricks with them too? From the reverse flip to an impressive knuckle catch, impress your family and friends with these moves. There are 40 tips and tricks included in this guide so get ready to stretch your fidget skills to the limit.

What Jumps? Have a Blast Building New LEGO Toys, Animals, Scenes and Working Contraptions Turn your pile of LEGO bricks into a day of fun! This unique activity book has step-by-step instructions and tons of photos to teach you how to build all-new and totally awesome robots and a robot lab, race cars to race your friends and jet planes to zoom across the room at lightning speed or fit in your pocket for on-the-go play. You can build wild animals then take your minifigures on a safari to see a lion, tiger, monkey and more! Build your own LEGO town with a playground, skate park and go-cart entertainment arena. Your knight minifigures will have a real adventure when they encounter a green fire-breathing dragon! Help the knights win the battle by building a catapult and a crossbow that really work. Think you're a LEGO pro? Then try the no-instruction projects, where you can put your creativity and LEGO building skills to the test by building something using just a photo as a guide. No matter how you use it, this book will help you and your family or friends have a crazy amount of fun building new toys and scenes with your LEGO bricks! ** NOW AVAILABLE! Epic LEGO Adventures With Bricks You Already Have, Sarah Dees' follow-up book, is packed full of more amazing, creative step-by-step LEGO projects and humorous storylines that are perfect for every LEGO lover **

Fidget Busters: 50 Ways to Keep Kids Busy While You Get Things Done Waking up one morning to find a talking cat on his head, Ethan is informed that the cat will not leave until he - Ethan - wins a game of probability.

Poppet You've seen them on the subway, in offices and on playgrounds: Fidget Spinners are everywhere. They're the latest toy craze sweeping the globe, low-tech handheld spinning gadgets that are widely proclaimed to be both entertaining and soothing. In Fantastic Fidget Spinners, readers of all skill levels are treated to a comprehensive guidebook on everyone's favorite fad, including tutorials for 30 tricks of varying difficulty; DIY customization guides and hacks for making spinners faster and cooler; and detailed fun facts about how Fidget Spinners work and where to get them.

Red Ted Art STEAM Lab for Kids is an art-forward doorway to science, math, technology, and engineering through 52 family-friendly experiments and activities. While many aspiring artists don't necessarily identify with STEM subjects, and many young inventors don't see the need for art, one is essential to the other. Revealing this connection and encouraging kids to explore it fills hungry minds with tools essential to problem solving and creative thinking. Each of the projects in this book is designed to demonstrate that the deeper you look into art, the more engineering and math you'll find. "The STEAM Behind the Fun" sections throughout explain the science behind the art. Learn about: angular momentum by making tie-dyed fidget spinners. electrical conductors by making graphite circuits. kinetic energy by making a rubber band shooter. symmetry by making fruit and veggie stamps. much more! From graphite circuit comic books to edible stained glass, young engineers and artists alike will find inspiration aplenty. The popular Lab for Kids series features a growing list of books that share hands-on activities and projects on a wide host of topics, including art, astronomy, clay, geology, math, and even how to create your own circus—all authored by established experts in their fields. Each lab contains a complete materials list, clear step-by-step photographs of the process, as well as finished samples. The labs can be used as singular projects or as part of a yearlong curriculum of experiential learning. The activities are open-ended, designed
to be explored over and over, often with different results. Geared toward being taught or guided by adults, they are enriching for a range of ages and skill levels. Gain firsthand knowledge on your favorite topic with Lab for Kids.

Fidget Spinner Games NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - In these hilarious essays, the Saturday Night Live head writer and Weekend Update co-anchor learns how to take a beating. "I always wanted to punch his face before I read this book. Now I just want to kick him in the balls."--Larry David NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Cosmopolitan - Vulture - Parade If there's one trait that makes someone well suited to comedy, it's being able to take a punch--metaphorically and, occasionally, physically. From growing up in a family of firefighters on Staten Island to commuting three hours a day to high school and "seeing the sights" (like watching a Russian woman throw a stroller off the back of a ferry), to attending Harvard while Facebook was created, Jost shares how he has navigated the world like a slightly smarter Forrest Gump. You'll also discover things about Jost that will surprise and confuse you, like how Jimmy Buffett saved his life, how Czech teenagers attacked him with potato salad, how an insect laid eggs inside his legs, and how he competed in a twenty-five-man match at Wrestlemania (and almost won). You'll go behind the scenes at SNL and Weekend Update (where he's written some of the most memorable sketches and jokes of the past fifteen years). And you'll experience the life of a touring stand-up comedian--from performing in rural college cafeterias at noon to opening for Dave Chappelle at Radio City Music Hall. For every accomplishment (hosting the Emmys), there is a setback (hosting the Emmys). And for every absurd moment (watching paramedics give CPR to a raccoon), there is an honest, emotional one (recounting his mother's experience on the scene of the Twin Towers' collapse on 9/11). Told with a healthy dose of self-deprecation, A Very Punchable Face reveals the brilliant mind behind some of the dumbest sketches on television, and lays bare the heart and humor of a hardworking guy--with a face you can't help but want to punch.

Can You Find Happy Cow? You have the fidget spinner toy but can you do the coolest tricks for your fidget spinner? With this book you'll learn awesome fidget spinner tricks and hacks that will make you fidget spinner pro in no time. Impress others with fidget spinner moves like 9 Fingered Death Punch, Polarity Switch, Reverse Sonic, Plasma Bounce, Knuckle Ladder and so much more and this book will show you how it's done each step of the way! This fidget spinner book is packed with 40 fidget spinner tricks and hacks that will amaze your family and friends. Let this fidget spinner guidebook teach you how it is exactly done with its easy to understand description and step by step illustrations for each fidget spinner trick and hack. Join the league of the best fidget spinners with "Fidget Spinner Tricks: 40 Cool and Funny Spinner Tricks and Hacks Guidebook."

Yo-Yo World Trick Book Amaze your friends with spectacular fidget spinner hacks! Full-colour ultimate how-to guide filled with spin-tastic tricks, hacks and modifications to make your fidget spinner EVEN better. 128 pages of fun to keep every spinner happy! With this awesome book, learn how to take your fidget spinning to the next level. It includes: * An introduction to fidget spinning * Super-impressive tricks for everyone from beginners to pros * DIY spinner building and design * Hacks and modifications to make your spinner even better * And other tips that will make anyone a master spinner in no time! Everything you need to know about the newest craze!

No One Is Talking About This Get set to take fidget spinning to a whole new level with the awesome Cool Fidget Spinner Colouring book! Packed with over 50
epic designs to colour, this brilliant book is full of crazy, creative fidget spinner fun! The perfect gift for all fidget spinner fans, each design is printed on a single page with the reverse side blank - so there's no colour bleed through. Relax, take a break from playing with your fidget spinner, and lose yourself in Cool Fidget Spinner Colouring! Head to HappyouWorld.com to see the whole range of HAPPYOU notebooks and colouring books!

Fidget Spinners What if I told you that this Fidget Spinner guide has hints, tips, and tricks that cannot be found anywhere else? What if I told you that this guide has the most hints, tips, and tricks than any other Fidget Spinner guide on the internet? I have provided over 25 plus detailed hints, tips, and tricks to help make your Fidget Spinner playing experience that much better. Scroll up and click "Buy Now" to be the coolest person in your city showing off the newest fidget spinner tricks ever thought possible!

Making Simple Robots No gimmicks, No hard sell. just a great little book packed with the best fidget spinner tricks! Easy to follow sketches make this a great gift for any kid!

Cool Fidget Spinner Colouring A NATIONAL BESTSELLER “No One Is Talking About This reaches for the sublime, online and off... Lockwood is a modern word witch, her writing splendid and sordid by turns.” — New York Times Book Review “Wow. I can’t remember the last time I laughed so much reading a book. What an inventive and startling writer... I’m so glad I read this. I really think this book is remarkable.” — David Sedaris From "a formidably gifted writer" (The New York Times Book Review), a book that asks: Is there life after the internet? As this urgent, genre-defying book opens, a woman who has recently been elevated to prominence for her social media posts travels around the world to meet her adoring fans. She is overwhelmed by navigating the new language and etiquette of what she terms "the portal," where she grapples with an unshakable conviction that a vast chorus of voices is now dictating her thoughts. When existential threats—from climate change and economic precariousness to the rise of an unnamed dictator and an epidemic of loneliness—begin to loom, she posts her way deeper into the portal's void. An avalanche of images, details, and references accumulate to form a landscape that is post-sense, post-irony, post-everything. "Are we in hell?" the people of the portal ask themselves. "Are we all just going to keep doing this until we die?" Suddenly, two texts from her mother pierce the fray: "Something has gone wrong," and "How soon can you get here?" As real life and its stakes collide with the increasingly absurd antics of the portal, the woman confronts a world that seems to contain both an abundance of proof that there is goodness, empathy, and justice in the universe, and a deluge of evidence to the contrary. Fragmentary and omniscient, incisive and sincere, No One Is Talking About This is at once a love letter to the endless scroll and a profound, modern meditation on love, language, and human connection from a singular voice in American literature.

Children's World Atlas With all the technology, games and apps available, it's easy to overlook science books as a fantastic educational and entertaining tool. Make Science Fun teaches scientific concepts and ideas through fun, memorable experiments and activities that can easily be performed at home using common household items and engaging content. Kids will find the information fascinating and the experiments will encourage kids to explore science and the world around them. Covering science projects that can be done in every part of your home, including the kitchen, garage, bathroom, garden and special projects for science fairs, Make Science Fun is a must-have science activity book for kids, perfect for ages 5-15.

STEAM Lab for Kids Easy, Fun and Imaginative Crafts You Can Eat Arena Blake, founder of the blog The Nerd’s Wife, shares exciting crafts that are made out of your favorite things to eat. Never before has it been more fun to play with your food! Bring out your inner sculptor with Marshmallow Playdough, and engage your artistic side with Coloring Book Cookies or Painted Rainbow Toast. Are you planning a party? Why not make Edible Taffy Balloons to decorate with, or party hats that are fun to wear and tasty to snack on? You can even transform your favorite snacks and treats into zebras, lions, giraffes and more. Each project has a difficulty rating and lets you know if you will need a grownup to help you, making it easy for you to find the perfect project to spark your
creativity using safe, nontoxic (and delicious) ingredients. So whether you want to build an edible terrace, blast off into outer space or make a cool wizard wand, Awesome Edible Kids Crafts shows you just how fun it can be to combine crafting and cooking.

Fidget Spinner "This fidget spinner tricks book is filled with tons of epic fidget spinner tricks and hacks. Each trick comes with easy to follow, step by step illustrations."--Page 4 of cover.

Playful Learning Lab for Kids Happy Cow is playing hide-and-seek on the farm, can you find her? There are lots of other fun things to find, too, plus numbers and colors to learn. With wipe-clean pages and a pen, children can have look-and-find fun again and again.

Fidget Spinner Fun! Perfect for family game time and classroom games. This is not a fidget spinner trick book. This is an awesome games book for your fidget spinner toys! Get hours of more fun from the fidget spinner with these never before seen games. You haven't seen these before because they were just created! These are awesome fun games with your fidget spinner toy. Fidget spinners are fun and now we have made them even more fun, by making games out of fidget spinners. Most hand spinner games are online but these are real life games to share with friends, family, classrooms and make a great after dinner activity. There are games for large groups such as Spinner Tag, as well as challenges (aka dares) for two, such as "The Teacher." There are indoor and outdoor games. There are even fidget fitness challenges and it is not just using the spinner fidget toy for a timer! Coach D took a love of games and made them into Fidget Spinner Games. From traditional games such as Freeze Tag with a spinner, to challenges such as the Lego spinner, all the way to games such as Dog Pound Spinner, there is something for everyone. Step-by-step instructions are included for every game. As a bonus, we added a fidget spinner party section. Just this week my family enjoyed the Fidget Spinner Fastest Lego Challenge after dinner. Our hope is that your family, classroom or friends can have the same kind of fun!

Ultimate Fidget Spinner Tips and Tricks Follow the yellow brick road! Find out what happens to Dorothy, Toto, and their friends in this retelling of the classic fairy tale. Inside you'll find surprise reveals, fun flaps, and picture wheels that bring the story to life. This fun, interactive storybook is the perfect introduction to the much-loved children's classic.

Fidget Spinner Are you ready to become a world-class spin master? Fun with Fidget Spinners is the must-have ultimate fidget spinner trick book! Hit the big leagues of fidget spinning with this new one-of-a-kind guide. You'll soar to new levels of fidget skill with awesome spinner stunts and games from YouTube's GeekBite host David King. Impress your friends with pro moves like the hot potato, the no-looker, the hat trick, the high toss, the nose spinner, and more! Check out today's most popular spinners, and learn how to care for and customize your own collection. Discover why fidgeting is actually good for you, and the cool science behind it. Embrace the fidget spinning lifestyle as you track your progress and tricks in a handy workbook.

The Kids' Guide to Staying Awesome and In Control Making Simple Robots is based on one idea: Anybody can build a robot! That includes kids, school teachers, parents, and non-engineers. If you can knit, sew, or fold a flat piece of paper into a box, you can build a no-tech robotic part. If you can use a hot glue gun, you can learn to solder basic electronics into a low-tech robot that reacts to its environment. And if you can figure out how to use the apps on your smartphone, you can learn enough programming to communicate with a simple robot. Written in language that non-engineers can understand, Making Simple Robots helps beginners move beyond basic craft skills and materials to the latest products and tools being used by artists and inventors. Find out how to animate folded paper origami, design a versatile robot wheel-leg for 3D printing, or program a rag doll to blink its cyber eye. Each project includes step-by-step directions as well as clear diagrams and photographs. And every chapter offers suggestions for modifying and expanding the projects, so that you can...
return to the projects again and again as your skill set grows.

A Very Punchable Face Busy hands equal a happy brain! Learn how fidgeting can help increase productivity and decrease stress, with 101 ways to tap, jiggle, doodle, and click your way to better concentration and creativity. Fidget spinners are the latest popular trend, but pen clicking, pencil chewing, and stress-ball slinging have been commonplace for decades. According to recent research, it’s been shown that fidgeting helps you concentrate and prevent stress. If something we are working on isn’t interesting enough to hold our attention, the additional sensory-motor input of fidgeting allows our brains to become fully engaged and focused. In Fidget! you’ll discover 101 ways to help increase your productivity and decrease stress, so you can fully engage at work and achieve calm, creativity, and mindfulness.

Fun With Fidget Spinners Fidget spinners have taken the world by storm. Almost every kid in town has one and is crazy playing with it and doing fun tricks. This awesome coloring book is the perfect activity book for your kids as they take their time off from playing the fidget spinner and do something creative which also interest them. This fidget spinner coloring book contains 50 different fidget spinner designs for your kids to color and enjoy. Even adults will have a fun time coloring the attractive images in this book too. Get a copy now and have a fun, crazy time coloring!

Make Science Fun Learn How to Master the Coolest Fidget Spinner Tricks It’s easy to find fidget spinners, but it’s hard to find new tricks. Most online lists and videos only feature five to ten stunts. To make things worse, many of these lists feature the same basic tricks. So, even after hours of searching, you run into the same handful of spinner tricks over, and over, and over again. This collection of fidget spinner tricks breaks the mold. It includes everything from individual basics every enthusiast should master to the most advanced team tricks you can imagine. Whether you just bought your first fidget spinner or you want to find a new challenge, we have something to keep you and your audience entertained. Each chapter features a different type of trick. After you’ve conquered the basics, you can move on to exciting stunts in Flying Spinners, Playing with Physics, Stacking, Circus Performer tricks, Partner Stunts, and much more! There are tricks for single spinners, multiple spinners, multiple hands, and even props. We’ll even help you develop the insight to create new tricks of your own. When we discuss a trick, we don’t just give you a bare-bones set of instructions. Our guide pauses to illustrate the move, point out critical tips, and even suggest other tricks to help you train. We build up from the basics so you always have a point of reference when you’re learning something new. Some part of each trick will feel familiar, and soon you’ll be able to visualize the full process like a pro. Ready to begin tossing around fidget spinners like a pro? Get the book now to get started!
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